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Overview 
The Global Mobility Specialist Program began in 2004 as the Global Mobility Specialist (GMS®) designation.  The 
program was designed to understand the principles and practices of global workforce mobility and intercultural 
management skills   More than 6,500 mobility professionals in 71 countries have since earned this highly 
regarded designation. 

In 2013, Worldwide ERC® created curriculum around how leading companies are integrating their talent 
mobility practices into their talent management planning and developed the Strategic Talent Mobility course.  
Upon completion of that course, those individuals that held the GMS® designation became a GMS-T® (Global 
Mobility Specialist, Talent Mobility). 

In 2021, because of repeated positive feedback from our members, Worldwide ERC® combined the curriculum 
from the GMS® program and the Strategic Talent Mobility course so that candidates now earn the GMS-T® at 
the completion of the updated program. 

The GMS-T® certification signifies that designees are specialized in the field of global workforce and talent 
mobility and are committed to ongoing industry education to grow their expertise.  Earning the certification 
distinguishes the mobility professional as skilled in the global mobility field, with proven competency and 
knowledge levels.  Achieving the GMS-T® recognizes industry professionals as leaders and educated 
contributors across the mobility arena. 

Purpose of the GMS-T® Certification Program 
• To encourage professionals working in specific aspects of employee mobility to gain extensive and useful

knowledge of all aspects of global employee mobility.
• To establish a common and universal understanding of the field of global mobility.
• To raise the professionalism of those involved in relocation.
• To encourage continuing education for professional development.
• To encourage self-development by offering guidelines for achievement in the relocation profession.
• To identify and award special recognition to those persons who have demonstrated a comprehensive

knowledge of the principles and practices of global mobility and related disciplines.

Why Earn a GMS-T® Designation 

• To gain the confidence that comes with mastering the principles of talent mobility as defined by the industry.

• To cultivate the ability to apply the principles and new knowledge to developing policies, services and
practices. Worldwide ERC® has a tradition of unbiased, credible education in a specialized field of
expertise.

• To improve your job performance and widen your career opportunities.

• To acquire extensive global mobility knowledge on up-to-the-minute topics impacting industry
professionals.

• To remain current in business practices and critical issues in mobility through continuing education.

• To receive formal recognition of your knowledge and commitment to excellence in the talent mobility
practice, you can add GMS-T® after your name in all professional correspondence, social media and other
public media.  Your GMS-T® designation will appear next to your name in all Worldwide ERC® publications
and correspondence, including our online directory of GMS-T® designees, and in Worldwide ERC®’s online
Directory.
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Eligibility 
There are no eligibility requirements or prerequisites to participate in the program and earn the GMS-T® 
certification.  The program was designed to nurture a shared understanding of the field, to serve 
individuals who wish to differentiate themselves as knowledgeable in this field, and to create opportunity 
for innovation and growth in the industry. 

 
Three Steps to Earning the GMS-T® Designation 

1. Register for the program by going to www.worldwideerc.org/gms-detail.  Once registered, you will 
receive a confirmation email containing a link to Worldwide ERC’s Learning Portal.  The entire program is 
online and located in the Learning Portal which allows you to keep track of your progress via your own 
personal Portal account.  You will have 6 months to complete the program once you register. 

2. Complete all six GMS-T® modules online (in the Learning Portal) and pass the online quiz that 
follows each Module.  A score of 70% or higher must be achieved on each quiz. 

3. Pass the online, comprehensive GMS-T® examination (also located in the Learning Portal).  A score 
of 70% or higher must be achieved. 

 
Amount of Time it Takes to Complete the Program 
The program is made up of 6 Modules, 6 quizzes, and 1 final examination.  You are given 6 months to 
complete the program.  The amount of time that a person will spend in the program varies and is 
dependent on how long the candidate spends in each course, the time spent on the various activities and 
case studies, as well as quizzes and the exam.  The average amount of total time a candidate spends in the 
program is approximately 25 hours.  

 
You may take the Modules at your own pace.  The courses (within each Module) will save your place so that 
you can return to your Learning Portal account at anytime and pick back up where you left off in the 
Program. 

 
Earning Digital Badges 
An exciting feature that is included in the cost of the program are digital badges.  A digital badge is an 
indicator of an accomplishment or skill that can be displayed, accessed, and verified online.  Upon 
successful completion of each Module and quiz, you will earn a digital badge for said Module that can be 
displayed in your social media (LinkedIn, Facebook, etc.), your signature line, letterhead, or wherever you 
would like.  That digital badge serves as recognition of your accomplishment of each Module as you make 
progress through the Program.   

 
As you complete each Module, you will automatically receive an email with additional details on how to 
access your badges if you so choose. 

 
Module Quizzes 
At the conclusion of each Module, you are required to pass a short quiz.  Each quiz contains between 10 
and 15 questions and you must earn a 70% or higher to pass.  You are given unlimited attempts to pass 
the quizzes. 

 
  

http://www.worldwideerc.org/gms-detail
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GMS-T® Examination 
Upon completion of all six Modules and the corresponding quizzes, you will receive immediate access to 
the online examination.  The timed 125-question online examination is designed to reinforce the material 
learned in each Module.  A score of 70% or higher is required to pass and earn the designation.  You are 
given 3 hours to complete the exam (the time starts as soon as you begin the exam) and are provided 
immediate feedback on whether you passed as soon as you finish.  If you do not pass the exam on the first 
attempt, you are given a second attempt.  If you do not pass it on the second try, there is a nominal fee to 
take it a third time.    

 
You may choose to complete the GMS-T® program as a professional learning experience and not complete 
the examination.  However, you will not receive the designation or enjoy the benefits associated with 
having this unique credential.    

 
Renewing your Designation 
Once you have earned the GMS-T® designation it is valid for three years.  The recertification requirements are 
designed to help designees demonstrate that they have continued to grow their expertise.  Therefore, to retain 
the GMS-T® certification, you must engage in 15 hours of continuing education (CE) each 3-year recertification 
cycle to update your understanding of trends, best practices and standards in global workforce mobility.    

 
Renewing your GMS-T® involves two steps: 

1. Complete 15 CE credits specific to international mobility management/global workforce mobility within your 
3-year recertification period and not later than your renewal/expiration date. 

2. Remit the GMS-T® Recertification Application and renewal fee no more than 4 months prior to the end of 
your 3-year recertification period in order to renew for another 3-year cycle. 

 
For more information on recertification, please visit https://www.worldwideerc.org/gms-detail.   
 
   

https://www.worldwideerc.org/gms-detail
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GMS-T® Program Content 
 
 
This Module focuses on the characteristics of a culturally competent and diverse talent pool.  Candidates will be 
able to explain definitions and theories of culture, understand generalizations and stereotypes, discuss the 
importance of global teams, and the impact of globalization.  It will also examine diversity and inclusion from the 
angle of mobility and addresses the importance of having a diverse workforce. 

 
 
This Module recognizes the importance of compensation considerations and the advantages and disadvantages 
when sending employees on assignment.  Discover the process of localizing an existing expatriate assignee and 
understand how companies send employees on permanent moves.  Learn a variety of assignments using a local 
approach.  Health care strategies and retirement planning are also examined to assist the candidate in 
understanding how to best support employees on assignment. 

 
 
This Module focuses on recognizing the importance of a well-coordinated support plan, ensuring employees are 
properly set up for success from the beginning.  Also discusses the significance of assisting the employee and 
their family with the moving-out logistics and providing the guidance necessary for a successful relocation and 
arrival, as well as the necessity for support during and post-assignment.  In addition, it also covers alternative 
talent mobility options to the typical one to three years’ assignment.  

 
 
This Module discusses the importance of managing supplier relations.  Candidates discover some of the best 
practices employers use to ensure successful international assignments.  In addition, examine ways to measure 
the success of those efforts.  Candidates also explore ways to introduce more flexibility into a company’s 
international assignment policies and administrative processes. 

 
 
This Module discusses the significance of ensuring the employee is looked after, and that all risks are carefully 
assessed and mitigated.  High level tax and immigration issues are discussed.  The module also drills down into 
what duty of care stands for, the considerations necessary when developing a duty of care policy for mobile 
employees, and duty of care best practices.  In addition, candidates will understand the fundamentals of data 
analytics in the organization’s decision-making processes. 

 
 
This Module focuses on talent mobility in the wider context of talent management.  Candidates learn to identify 
and respond to the key drivers of talent mobility.  You will discover how to assess an organization’s talent needs, 
including parameters for success, and how to build a compelling business case demonstrating how talent 
mobility can support an organization’s business strategy.  Real life case studies are examined that illustrate how 
leading companies have achieved success by integrating their talent mobility practices into their talent 
management planning.  

 
    

Module 1:  Culture & Diversity in Global Mobility 

Module 2:  Compensation & Benefits for a Global Workforce 

Module 3:  Global Talent Mobility Policy Management 

Module 4:  Global Talent Mobility Management 

Module 5:  Global Talent Mobility Risk Mitigation 

Module 6:  Strategic Talent Mobility 
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Staying in Touch with Worldwide ERC® 
It is your responsibility to inform Worldwide ERC® of changes to your contact information (i.e., address, 
company, name, email, etc.) as they occur.  Please submit changes via Email to Worldwide ERC®’s Professional 
Development Department at GMS@WorldwideERC.org. 

 
Worldwide ERC®’s Professional Development department is available Monday through Friday to assist with any 
questions candidates may have about the GMS-T® training program and any questions a designee may have 
about his or her certification.  

 
Phone: +1 703 842 3400 

GMS@WorldwideERC.org  

 
Worldwide ERC® 
ATTN: Professional Development Dept. 
PO Box 41990 
Arlington, VA 22204 

 

 

mailto:GMS@WorldwideERC.org
mailto:GMS@WorldwideERC.org
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